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10 General conclusion

The aim of this work was to establish to what degree the development of the vowels from Proto-Northwest-Semitic to Biblical Hebrew could be described from a Neogrammatarian framework, modified by insights from more recent scholarship. Specifically, the issue was whether sound change could be conditioned by non-phonetic factors. We have seen that on closer examination, the vast majority of sound changes considered are strictly phonetically conditioned.

In chapter 3, we found no evidence for stress conditioning of the Canaanite Shift. All Proto-Northwest-Semitic cases of *ā̄ and *a· shifted to *ō̄, except when preceded by a rounded vowel or *w. The operation of the Canaanite Shift in some words where an *u should be reconstructed in the syllable preceding the *ā̄, like *rummānum > rimmon ‘pomegranate’, revealed the existence of a dissimilatory sound change of unstressed *u (or *o) to *i (or *e) when adjacent to a bilabial consonant.

Chapter 4 confirmed that the position of the stress in Biblical Hebrew results from the regular stressing of penultimate syllables in Proto-Canaanite, if not earlier, with some regular sound changes shifting the stress forward in different phonetic and prosodic environments. Tonic lengthening was not conditioned by morphology, as would be the case if it affected nouns differently than verbs, but by phonetics alone: the different reflex of stressed vowels in different word classes can be explained by a difference in reconstructed form. The few seeming exceptions to pretonic lengthening were explained as resulting from unusual syllable structures (as with *ṯnayma > šndyim ‘two (m.)’) or from analogy (as with ēmēq ‘truth’), while the regularity of pausal lengthening is uncontroversial. Some apparently irregular processes were identified as well: the reflex of *qatṭum nouns as either qat or qat, the prosodic retraction of the stress (nsīgā), the stress shift in the consecutive perfect, and that in some hollow verbal forms.

The discussion of the development of the triphthongs in chapter 5 mainly yielded a somewhat simpler account of the history of II-wy and III-wy roots, which also explains why these roots show seeming counterexamples to the Canaanite Shift.
We saw that original triphthongs (i.e. *VWV) behave differently than original diphthongs (i.e. *VWC or *VW#). A new finding concerning the latter is that -o-, not -aw-, is the regular reflex of stressed *-áw- in Hebrew.

Chapter 6 identified a number of sound changes at work in what is generally known as Philippi’s Law, all of them phonetically regular. After (*i >) *e had changed to *E in several environments at different points in time, a late change of stressed *ê > *á, referred to as Blau’s Law, yielded the Biblical Hebrew situation.

A similar interplay between different sound changes was identified in chapter 7 on the Law of Attenuation. Many different changes of *a > *e affected earlier stages of Hebrew and its ancestors. As argued in chapter 2, these vowels are still phonemically /e/ in Biblical Hebrew, but phonetically, they have shifted to i or e. While the operation of the exclusively Tiberian dissimilation of *a to i could be explained based on phonetic conditioning and analogy, it may alternatively be a case of lexical diffusion.

Finally, chapter 8 examined the seemingly erratic behavior of word-final vowels in the personal pronouns and related forms. These could all be explained as resulting from their Proto-Northwest-Semitic reconstructions through accepted linguistic processes, with contamination and analogy playing a large role besides sound change.

Thus, while most of the sound changes affecting the Biblical Hebrew vowels can be formulated as regular laws, a small group of irregular changes remains. How should we interpret these?

Three of the seemingly irregular changes identified in chapter 4 belong to the realm of prosody. The qåt. reflexes of *qat.tum nouns were explained as minor pausal forms. Their alternation with qat reflexes of the same words is probably governed by the prosodic context, which cannot accurately be recovered from the written text; the same goes for nsiḡā and the stress shift in the consecutive perfect. These changes are not unconditioned, then, but conditioned by factors that we do not have access to. The irregular stressing of verbal endings in hollow verb forms may be due to contamination with strong verbs and other weak categories, where these endings are normally stressed in context; like other forms of morphological change, contamination is not expected to operate regularly.

In conclusion, then, Biblical Hebrew does not provide any evidence that is incompatible with the purely phonetic conditioning of sound change. The search for phonetically conditioned, plausible sound laws also uncovered a considerable number of previously unrecognized sound changes and had some interesting
impllications for the reconstruction of Proto-Northwest-Semitic and its ancestors, discussed in chapter 9 together with the historical morphology of Biblical Hebrew. Similarly fruitful results may be expected from research into the historical grammar of other Semitic languages, taking the Neogrammarrarian Hypothesis as its point of departure – which, in all fairness, has never really ceased since Brockelmann (1908), however accepted non-phonetically conditioned sound change may be among some Semiticists. It is my hope that the additional support lent to the Neogrammarrian point of view by the present study will encourage such research in future.

The following section contains a combined relative chronology of the sound changes discussed in this work, inspired by that in Dolgopolsky (1999).

### 10.1 Combined relative chronology

This section lists the various sound changes affecting vowels which were operative between Proto-Northwest-Semitic and Biblical Hebrew. The first subsection contains the relative chronology. It should be noted that only numerals (both Arabic and Roman) indicate a chronological order; sound changes that are only distinguished by letters cannot be dated relative to one another. Thus, for example, (4(a)iA) must postdate (3) and antedate the changes listed under (4(a)iiA) and (4(a)iiB), but it cannot be dated relative to (4(b)i) and (4(b)ii). Every sound change is illustrated by one or more examples and sometimes counterexamples supporting the sound change’s conditioning. The entire development of all the words used as examples and counterexamples can be found in the second subsection. Sound changes and examples are cross-referenced.

As the development of the Proto-Northwest-Semitic affricates, interdentals, velar fricatives and *s does not interact with the vowels, the Biblical Hebrew value of these phonemes has anachronistically been projected back for simplicity’s sake. Some other minor sound changes that only affected one or two words have also been left out of this overview.

To avoid nesting lists with more than five levels, some sound changes have been listed as having occurred before or after some other changes for which this cannot be ascertained. For example, most of the stress shifts are listed under (5), even though some of them may have antedated some changes in (4). In general, though, the order given seems the most likely. As far as absolute dating goes,
the changes under (1–2) and maybe (3) can be dated to the Proto-Canaanite stage (second millennium BCE), (4) largely yields the Proto-Hebrew stage (first millennium BCE), while the changes in (5–8) predominantly seem to have affected the reading tradition (first millennium CE).

10.1.1 Sound changes

1. a) i. A. 1. All prosodic words stress the penultimate syllable. Example: *burāšum > *burāšum (1).

2. *aC₁C₁C₁ > *V₁C₁C₁C₁. Example: *qaṭṭīlat > *qiṭṭīlat (2).

3. In unstressed syllables, *u > *i next to labial consonants. Example: *burāšum > *birāšim (1).


2. *V > *V / _$. Many cases of syllable-final * were analogically restored. Example: *rašum > *rāšum (7).

ii. The Canaanite Shift: *ā > *ō, except after rounded vowels or *w in the preceding syllable. In unstressed, non-word-initial syllables, *ā > *ū. Examples: *birāšim > *birōšim (1); *qawāmnū > *qawāmnū (8). Counterexample: *kurā́āyma (9).

b) *o > *e / _#. Example: *yabnéyo > *yabnéye (6).

2. Contraction of triphthongs: *V₁WV₂ > *V̪₂. Examples: *yabnéye > *yabné (6); *bawóša > *bóša (10); *qawāmnū > *qāmnū (8); *bōneye > *bōnē (11).


4. a) i. A. First apocope: unstressed *V > Ø / _#. Example: *korā́āyma > *korā́āym (9).

B. *Vt > *V / _#. Example: *qeṯ́ēlat > *qeṯ́ēlā (2).

ii. A. 1. Loss of mimation: *m > Ø / _# after unstressed vowels. Remaining instances of mimation were analogically deleted.
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Example: *beróšem > *beróše (1). Counterexample: *qôṭe-lîm (12).

2. *ē > *ē /_. *ē at the end of proclitic words does not count as word-final. Example: *yebnê > *yebnê (6).


2. *ah > *ā /_. Example: *qêdmah > *qêdmā (15).


4. *a > *e /C[-guttural]CV#, _C[-guttural]CV#, _CCâ, _CCâC#. Examples: *yabnê > *yebnê (6); *yaqṭol > *yeqṭol (16, 17); *naqṭâl > *neqṭâl (18).

iii. Second apocope: unstressed *V > Ø /_. Example: *beróše > *berôš (1).


2. *nC > *CC. Example: *bênt > *bêtt (20).


3. *w > *u /C_. Example: *wayyeštâh > *wayyeštâhu (23).


2. *aw > *ō /C[^w], except in word-final syllables, if followed by *t, *k, or preceded by *. Example: *yâwm > *yóm (25). Counterexamples: *šáw (24); *mâwt (26).


E. *āt > *ā /_. Example: *šanāt > *šanâ (28).

b) i. *e, *o > ə /CV[^low]. *e and *o were analogically restored before morpheme boundaries. Example: *berôš > *bôrôš (1).
ii. Pretonic lengthening: \*a > \*ã /_C˩, \*e > \*ë /_C杓 except after a heavy syllable, \*C₁ > \*C₁C₁ /o_杓 except after a heavy syllable. Examples: \*kabédī > \*kā́bédī (19); \*šéár > \*šḗár (13); \*amoqım > \*amoqqım (29). Counterexample: \*qōṭelím (12).

5. a) i. \*VC杓 > \*VC杓. Example: \*qāṭálû > \*qāṭalû (14).

ii. Unstressed \*V > \*o /_CV. After gutturals, ḥāṭep vowels occur as allophonic variants of \*o. Example: \*korā́yım > \*korā́yım (9).

b) i. \#CVCVC > \#CVCVC. Example: \*yēlek > yēlék (30). Counterexample: \*wayyēlek > \*wayyēlek (31).

ii. In unstressed, lexically word-final syllables, \*e > \*ë, \*o > \*o. The last syllable of construct states exceptionally counts as word-final for this rule. Example: \*wayyēlek > \*wayyēlek (31)

iii. In pause, \*VCVC# > \*VCVC#. Example: \*wayyēlek > \*wayyēlek (31).

6. a) i. \*á > \*á /_w, _m. Example: \*bámm > \*bámm (4).

ii. Many construct states become stressed in the reading tradition, receiving the stress on the same syllable as their absolute states. Example: \*bōnē > \*bōnē (11).

b) i. Guttural degemination: \*VC₁[_[guttural, r]C₁ > \*VC₁. In many cases, the short vowel and geminate were analogically restored, the geminate only being simplified in (8(a)ii). Each guttural consonant may have been degeminated under different conditions: especially \*h and, to a lesser degree, \*h seem to have withstood this sound change. Example: \*y̯̱barrék > \*y̯̱bāręk (33).

ii. \*ā > \*ā. Example: \*kā̱rā́yım > \*kā̱rā́yım (9).

iii. A. Blau’s Law: \*é > \*á /_C$, \*ê > \*ã /_C$. Long and short stressed \*ṣ > \*ô in the same environment. Examples: \*bētt > \*bátt (20), \*wayyēlek > \*wayyēlāk (31)
B. Segolization: *VyC[-guttural] > *VyC#, *VC1[-guttural]C2# > *VC1aC2#
(*VC1# in some cases), *VC1[-guttural]C2# > *VC1εC2#.
Examples: *kɔɾɑ́-āyim > *kɔɾɑ́-āyim (9), *bá-l > bá-āl (34); *kάl-b > *kάl-b (35).

C. *é > *e / _Cā. Example: *álɛkā > *álɛkā (36).

7. a) i. *á > *e / _Cē. Example: *kάl-b > *kέl-b (35).
   ii. *V > *a / _C(#). Example: *zéɛɛ > *zɛrɛ (37).

b) i. *é > *ē / _C1[#]. Example: *karméll > *karm´ell (38).
   ii. Word-final degemination: *C1C1 > *C1 / _#. Example: *bátt > *bát (20).

    c) *a > *e / _C[-guttural] _C1[-guttural]C2[-nasal] {å|á|é}, except in reduplicated syllables or if the consonant cluster following the first *a contains *راء. Example: *ma¯gd > *me¯gd (39). For more examples and counterexamples, see section 7.3.1.

8. a) i. In closed syllables, unstressed *e > *ɛ next to gutturals, *i elsewhere; unstressed *o > *u before geminates, *o elsewhere. Examples: *yebnè > *yibnè (6); *amoqqîm > *āmuqqîm (29).
   ii. Second round of guttural degemination: *VC1[-guttural]C1 > *VC1.
      Example: *aḥhād > *aḥhād (40).
   iii. *a > *e / _Cā. Example: *aḥhād > *əh̪h̪ād (40).

b) All accented and word-final vowels are lengthened. *ə is deleted after light syllables, making it completely predictable and no longer phonemic. *ə in newly closed syllables shifts to a when adjacent to gutturals or preceding *r, *l, or *n and to i elsewhere. In many unstressed syllables ending in a guttural, an epenthetic vowel with the same quality as the preceding vowel is inserted, with compensatory lengthening of the vowel before the guttural.
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10.1.2 Examples

1. *burāšum > *burāšum (1(a)iA1) > *birášim (1(a)iA3) > *berāšem (1(a)iB1) > *berōšem (1(a)ii) > *berōše (4(a)iiA1) > *berōš (4(a)iii) > *børōš (4(b)i) > bōš (8b) 'juniper'.

2. *qat.t.ilat > *qat.t.ílat (1(a)iA1) > *qit.t.ílat (1(a)iA2) > *qet.t.élat (1(a)iB1) > *qet.t.él¯a (4(a)iB) > *qet.t.el (5(a)i) > *qet.t.el¯a (5(a)ii) > *qet.t.əl (6(b)ii) > *qit.t.əl (8(a)i) > qit.lå (8b), pi'-el third person feminine singular perfect.

3. *muhaq¯ımum > muhaqımum (1(a)iA1) > mihaqımim (1(a)iA3) > miqımim (1(a)iA4) > meqımem (1(a)iB1) > meqime (4(a)iA1) > meqım (4(a)ii) 'erecting (m.sg.)'.

4. *bahimma > *bahímma (1(a)iA1) > *bámma (1(a)iA4) > *bámm (4(a)iii) > *båmm (8b) 'in them (m.)'.

5. *muhaqt.¯ılum > *muhaqt.ílim (1(a)iA1) > *mihaqt.ılim (1(a)iA3) > *maq-tílim (1(a)iA4) > *maqtílem (1(a)iB1) > *maqtíle (4(a)iiA1) > *maqtíl (4(a)iii), hi-p-il m.sg. participle.

6. *yabniyu > *yabníyu (1(a)iA1) > *yabníyi (1b) > *yabnéye (1(a)iB1) > *yabñé (2) > *yebñé (4(a)iiA2) > *yebñé (4(a)iiB4) > *yebñé (7(b)iii) > *yibñé (8(a)i) > yibñé (8b) 'he will build'.

7. *rašum > *rášim (1(a)iA1) > *rášem (1(a)iA3) > *rášem (1(a)iB1) > *rášem (1(a)iB2) > *róšem (1(a)ii) > *róše (4(a)iiA1) > roš (4(a)iii) 'head'.

8. *qawamnā > *qawámnā (1(a)iA1) > *qawámñ (1(a)iA4) > *qawámmu (1(a)ii) > *qámnû (2) > qámnu (3) 'we stood up'.

9. *kur¯a↪ayma > *kur¯áyma (1(a)iA1) > *kor¯áyma (1(a)iB1) > *kor¯áym (4(a)iA) > *kor¯áym (5(a)ii) > *kor¯áym (6(b)ii) > *kor¯áyım (6(b)iiiB) > krə́yım (8b) 'shins'.

10. *bawuša > *bawúša (1(a)iA1) > *bawóša (1(a)iB1) > *bóša (2) > bōš (4(a)iA) 'he was ashamed'.

11. *bāniyu > *bōniyu (1(a)ii) > *bōniyi (1b) > *boneye (1(a)iB1) > *bōnè (2) > bone (6(a)ii) 'building (m.sg. construct)'.
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12. *qāṭīlima > *qāṭīlima (1(a)iA1) > *qāṭelīma (1(a)iB1) > *qōṭelīma (1(a)ii) > *qōṭelīm (4(a)iA) > *qōṭalīm (5(a)ii) > qōṭlim (8b), qal masculine plural active participle.

13. *śi:ārum > *śi:ārum (1(a)iA1) > *śe:ārim (1(a)iA3) > *śe:ārem (1(a)iB1) > *śe:āre (4(a)iA1) > *śe:āre (4(a)iB1) > *śe:ār (4(b)ii) > še:ār (6(b)ii) ‘hair’.


15. *qidmah > *qídmah (1(a)iA1) > *qédmah (1(a)iB1) > *qédm¯a (4(a)iiB2) > *qédhm (6(b)ii) > qédm (8b) ‘eastwards’.

16. *yaqt.ull > *yáqt.ull (1(a)iA1) > *yáqt.ól (1(a)iB1) > *yáqt.ól (4(a)B3) > *yeqt.ól (4(a)iB4) > *yiqt.ól (8(a)i) > yiqt.ól (8b), qal third person masculine singular jussive.

17. *yaqt.ullu > *yáqt.úlu (1(a)iA1) > *yáqt.úli (1a) > *yáqt.úli (1b) > *yáqt.úli (1a) > *yáqt.úli (1b) > *yáqt.úli (4(a)iA) > *yáqt.úli (4(a)iB) > *yáqt.úli (8(a)i) > yiqt.ól (8b), qal third person masculine singular imperfect.

18. *naqt.ala > *naqt.ál (1(a)iA1) > *naqt.ól (4(a)iA1) > *naqt.ól (4(a)iB) > *naqt.ól (4(a)B3) > *naqt.ól (4(a)iB1) > *naqt.ól (4(a)iB) > *naqt.ól (8(a)i) > *naqt.ól (8b), niḍ-al third person masculine singular perfect.

19. *kabidt¯ı > *kabídt¯ı (1(a)iA1) > *kabédt¯ı (1(a)iB1) > *kabédt¯ı (4(a)iB1) > *kabédt (6(b)ii) > *kabéd (6(b)iiA) > *kábádt (7(b)iii) > kábádt (8b) ‘I was heavy’.

20. *bíntum > *bíntum (1(a)iA1) > *bíntum (1(a)iA1) > *bíntem (1(a)iB1) > *bíntem (1(a)iB1) > *bíntem (4(a)iA1) > *bíntem (4(a)iB1) > *bíntem (4(a)iB) > *bíntem (4(a)iB) > *bíntem (6(b)iiA) > *bíntem (6(b)ii) > *bíntem (7(b)ii) > *bíntem (7(b)ii) > *bíntem (8b) ‘daughter’.

21. *bakyum (from earlier *bakyum; the originally allophonic change of *a to *e in this environment must precede (4(a)iB2), but is otherwise hard to date) > *bakyum (1(a)iA1) > *bakyum (1(a)iA1) > *bakyum (1(a)iB1) > *bakyum (1(a)iA1) > *bakyum (4(a)iA1) > *bakyum (4(a)iB1) > *bakyum (4(a)iB1) > *bakyum (5(a)i) > *bakyum (5(a)i) > *bakyum (7(b)ii) > *bakyum (8b) ‘weeping’.
22. *ānî > *ānî (1(a)iA1) > ānî (4(a)ivB2) > ānî (6(b)ii) ‘I (pause)’.

23. *wayyištahwi (the origin of the gemination of the prefix consonant is uncertain) > *wayyištahwi (1(a)iA1) > *wayyeštahwe (1(a)iB1) > *wayyeštahw (4(a)iA) > *wayyeštahu (4(a)ivB3) > *wayyištahu (8(a)i) > wayyištahu (8b) ‘and he prostrated himself’.

24. *šaw·um > *šáw·um (1(a)iA1) > *šáw·em (1(a)iB1) > *šáw·e (4(a)iiA1) > *šáw· (4(a)iiii) > *šáw· (6(a)ii) > šáw (8b) ‘falsehood’.

25. *yawmum > *yáwmum (1(a)iA1) > *yáwmim (1(a)iA3) > *yáwmem (1(a)iB1) > *yáwme (4(a)iiA1) > *yáwm (4(a)iii) > yom (4(a)ivC2) ‘day’.

26. *mawtum > *máwtum (1(a)iA1) > *máwtim (1(a)iA3) > *máwtem (1(a)iB1) > *máwte (4(a)iiA1) > *máwt (4(a)iii) > *máwt (6(a)i) > *máwt (6(b)iiiB) > máwet (7(b)iii) ‘death’.

27. *dabaray > *dabarē (4(a)ivD) > *dābārē (5(a)ii) > *dābārē (6(a)ii) > *dābārē (7(b)iii) > dihre (8b) ‘words (construct)’.

28. *šanatum > šanátum (1(a)iA1) > šanátim (1(a)iA3) > šanátem (1(a)iB1) > šanáte (4(a)iiA1) > šanáte (4(a)iiB1) > šanát (4(a)iii) > šaná (4(a)ivE) > šáná (4(b)ii) > šáná (6(b)ii) ‘year’.

29. *amuqīma > *amuqīma (1(a)iA1) > *amoqīma (1(a)iB1) > *amoqīm (4(a)iA) > *amoqīm (4(b)iiii) > *amuqqim (8(a)i) ‘deep (m.pl.)’.

30. *yaylik > *yáylik (1(a)iA1) > *yáylek (1(a)iB1) > *yélek (4(a)ivD) > *yēlek (5(b)ii) > *yēlek (7(b)iii) > yelek (8b) ‘may he go’.

31. *wayyaylik (gemination of uncertain origin) > *wayyáylik (1(a)iA1) > *wayyáylek (1(a)iB1) > *wayyélek (4(a)ivD) > *wayyélek (5(b)iiii) > *wayyélek (5(b)iii) > *wayyélek (5(c)ii) > *wayyélk (6(b)iiaA) > wayyelák (7(b)iii) ‘and he went (pause)’.

32. *wayyišan (gemination of uncertain origin) > *wayyišan (1(a)iA1) > *wayyišan (5(c)ii) > *wayyišán (5(c)ii) > wayyišán (6(b)ii) ‘and he slept (pause)’.
33. *yabarriku > *yabarriku (1(a)iA1) > *yabarreko (1(a)iB1) > *yabarreke (1b) > *yabarrek (4(a)iA) > *yabarrek (5(a)ii) > *yabarrek (6(b)i) > *yabarrek (6(a)i) > *yabarrek (7(b)iii) > *yabarrek (8b) ‘he will bless’.

34. *balum > *balum (1(a)iA1) > *balum (1(a)iA3) > *balum (4(a)iiA1) > *balum (6(b)i) ‘master’.

35. *kalbum > *kalbum (1(a)iA1) > *kalbum (1(a)iA3) > *kalbum (1(a)iB1) > *kalbum (4(a)iiA1) > *kalbum (6(b)i) > *kalbum (7(a)i) > *kalbum (7(b)iii) ‘dog’.

36. *alaykah > *alaykah (1(a)iA1) > *alaykah (4(a)iiB2) > *alaykah (4(a)ivD) > *alaykah (4(b)i) > *alaykah (6(b)i) > *alaykah (6(b)iB) > *alaykah (7(a)i) > *alaykah (7(b)iii) ‘on you (m.sg.)’.

37. *zarum > *zarum (1(a)iA1) > *zarum (1(a)iA3) > *zarum (1(a)iB1) > *zarum (4(a)iiA1) > *zarum (4(a)iii) > *zarum (6(b)i) > *zarum (7(a)i) > *zarum (7(b)ii) > *zarum (8b) ‘seed’.

38. *karmillum > *karmillum (1(a)iA1) > *karmillum (1(a)iA3) > *karmillum (1(a)iB1) > *karmillum (1(a)iB1) > *karmillum (4(a)iiA1) > *karmillum (4(a)iii) > *karmillum (7(b)i) > *karmillum (7(b)ii) > *karmillum (8b) ‘orchard’.

39. *magdalum > *magdalum (1(a)iA1) > *magdalum (1(a)iA3) > *magdalum (1(a)iB1) > *magdalum (1(a)iB1) > *magdalum (4(a)iiA1) > *magdalum (4(a)iii) > *magdalum (4(b)i) > *magdalum (7(b)i) > *magdalum (7(b)ii) > *magdalum (7(c)) > *magdalum (8(a)i) ‘tower’.

40. *ahhadum > *ahhadum (1(a)iA1) > *ahhadum (1(a)iA3) > *ahhadum (1(a)iB1) > *ahhadum (1(a)iB1) > *ahhadum (4(a)iiA1) > *ahhadum (4(a)iiB1) > *ahhadum (4(a)iiA1) > *ahhadum (6(b)i) > *ahhadum (7(b)i) > *ahhadum (8(a)i) > *ahhadum (8(a)i) ‘one (m.)’.